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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C. U. SHAH UNIVERSITY 

Summer Examination-2022 

 

Subject Name : Compulsory English 

 

Subject Code : 4AH03COE2   Branch: B.A. (All) 
    

Semester: 3       Date: 21/04/2022  Time: 02:30 To 05:30  Marks: 70 
 

Instructions: 
(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 

(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1  Attempt the following questions: 

 
(14)  

 a)  How did Oliver begin his life? Where?  

 b)  How did Nancy convince Oliver to obey Sikes?  

 c)  Shivansh is as………..as his Grandfather. ( Innocent, more innocent, 

Most innocent) 

 

 d)  India is the ……….. Country in the world ( Religious, More Religious, 

Most Religious) 

 

 e)  Ayurvedic Medicine is …. .. .. ….than Allopathic to Perminatly 

recovered any Disorders.  ( Powerful, more powerful, Most powerful)  

 

 f)  My Father has invested a lot of Money ………….. farming.( In, into, on , 

,for)  

 

 g)  Religious leaders should not delve ……. politics ( in ,into, for,under )   

 h)  Until you don't Start work for your goles it's you ……… not Achieve the 

Successful results.( Could, should, can, may)  

 

 i)  Transformation below sentence into Intrrogative from Assertive. 

 

India is multicultural Country. 

 

 

 j)  …………..means communication without words. 

A. Object communication 

B. Written communication 

C. Oral communication 

D. Non-verbal communication 

 

 k)  The person who transmits the message is called ___. 

A.  channel 

B.  sender 

C.  receiver 

D. response 

 

 l)  Oral communication ensures___ and ___. 

A.  fluency; speed 
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B. adequate attention; immediate response 

C. speedy interaction; immediate response 

D. speed; attention 

 m)  Communication through ___ and ___ is called verbal communication 

A. written material and gestures 

B. gestures and spoken words 

C. spoken words and written material 

D. body language and gestures 

 

 n)  The ___ in the usage of words may be a serious barrier to effective  

communication. 

A. disturbance 

B.  discrimination 

C. disorder 

D. distortion 

 

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 
 

Q-2  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A Discuss  in detailed Oliver Twist as a Novel representation of the 

Victorian age. 

 

    

 B Discuss in detailed the Central theme of Oliver Twist.  

Q-3  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A How many Degree of Composition is there ? Discuss in detailed all  

Degree of Composition with example more than one  

 

    

 B What is Superlative Degree ? Explain its Need of usges, and  Write a 

long Paragraph in Superlative Degree about Indian army. 

 

Q-4   (14) 
  What is preposition in English Grammar ? How it's useful to English 

language write a  eight line of  paregraph on  Need of Education in life 

and underline the  word of preposition. 

 

    

    

Q-5  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A What is Communication ? Discuss in detail the process of 

communication in detailed. 

 

    

 B Write the Definition of Communication and explain types of 

communication in detailed 

 

Q-6   (14) 
  What is Oral communication ? Discuss in detailed the traits of oral 

communication.  

 

    

Q-7  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A What is LSRW ? Explain Four skill of communication in Detail.  

    

 B What is Difference between Speaking and Writing as  skills of 

Communication ? 
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Q-8  Attempt all questions (14) 
 A What is mean by Barriers? Explain the Barriers in Communication    

    

 B What is communication? Explain the traits of a good Communication.   
 


